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“w e do not live
in a world
that is postfeminist, but
we do live in
a world that
feminism has
shaped and
will continue
to shape”
Judy Wajcman, (2004, p.128)
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Publishing feminist voices
in and through technology
How can a publishing practice, as a space for
critical conversation on the issues of gender and
technology, be designed with a feminist ethos,
disrupting the prevalent narrative of technology
as a male domain?
Taking into account the historical issues in the gender-technology
debate, the current socio-technological situation, feminist practices
and principles, and the methods of publishing in a post-digital world
this project proposes to create a platform for women with an interest in
technology and/or researching into gender and technology to connect
and share ideas; a space for critical analysis, reflection, discussion, action
and activism.
It aims to challenge the standard format of a conventionally produced
and bound publication, viewing it as an object of our hierarchical and
patriarchal cultural system. It proposes a model for feminist publication
design and distribution which adheres to the feminist principles of
equality, collectivism and being non-hierarchical.
The outcome of this project is one possible way of using this model.
Other variations could be explored with future research, in future
publications, or by others wishing to utilise a feminist design methodology.
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Introduction
This paper examines a selected account of the gender and technology
debate from 1981 to the present time, particularly related to women’s
voices in technology.1 It aims to highlight the historical gender-technology
narratives and the dissonance between male and female representation
within the technology field. The argument is made that a combination of
factors, with their roots in this historical narrative, have now coalesced to
create fertile conditions for a new feminist politics of technology and the
creation of a new space for feminist technology publishing.
Taking as its point of departure the feminist publication, Women and
Computing Newsletter from the early 1980s, the four chapters, following
a chronological trajectory, are titled according to the time period under
discussion. Each chapter highlights relevant junctural events, artefacts,
pivotal movements and theories from that era which form the basis of
this research.
The main points articulated are: developments in the computing
field especially where they intersect with feminist technology discourse,
representation of women in the technology field, gendered differences
in engagement with technology and issues of sexism and harassment in
technology products and platforms. These historical contexts demonstrate
the much-overlooked rich history of feminist technology discourse,
foregrounding it as the substructure for the currently expanding debate
around gender and technology.
Also discussed is the friction between print and digital publishing
leading to the multifarious publishing methods currently available. In
our post-digital era, combining and exploiting the assets of both print and
online publishing provides the ideal basis for a publication that not only
gives voice to feminist technology discourse but also incorporates feminist
values in its design and distribution.

1: This account is situated in the UK and US gendertechnology debate. Both countries have experienced
similar issues relating to women’s representation in
computing. It is accepted that other countries may
have experienced a different historical narrative in
relation to this paper’s subject matter.
05
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Chapter 1 : 1981–1987
The year is 1981
The steadily growing personal computing market is about to accelerate
with the introduction of the IBM Model 5150.
The model 5150, IBM’s personal computer is a massive success, driven
by strong brand recognition and a massive marketing budget. Soon, it
will spawn a raft of PC clones across the globe and a huge ecosystem of
peripherals, commodities and software. This new IBM PC arrives handily
packaged with Microsoft’s new MS-DOS operating system (Timeline of
Computer History, no date). The future IBM PC clones will also adopt
Microsoft’s operating system, creating a worldwide omnipresence
enduring for decades to come.
In a modest London office, at around the same time that IBM’s PC is
wowing the computing world, a small group of women sense computing’s
impending infiltration into our everyday lives. Concerned that women do
not understand how to programme or even operate computers, they fear
this new technology might be wholly appropriated by men. In response,
they form the Women and Computing Network, for women working
in computing or interested in feminist discussions on computing to
share ideas, learn from and help one another, as they navigate this new
technological space. Their lofty aim: to prevent women being left behind
by this rapidly advancing technology.
Do these women need to be so concerned? This same year, 32% of
computing majors in the US will be earned by women, up from 20% only
five years earlier (Henn, 2014), and up to a third of enrolments onto
undergraduate computer science courses at UK universities will be from
women (Hall, 2013). Is this not the start of a new egalitarian technological
future? A much-promised utopia where computers and robots will free
women from the drudgery of household chores, leaving them free to enjoy
the equality in work and leisure being fought for by the activists of second
wave feminism? Computing technology is new. Non-gendered. Ready to
be programmed. To make the world a better place:
“Computers have no nature and no character. Computers are, unlike any
other piece of equipment, perfectly blank.” Nelson, (1974, p.10)
To publicise their endeavour, the volunteers of the Women and
Computing Network put together a newsletter using A4 copy paper,
scissors, glue and a typewriter. They write, source content, edit and create
the newsletter as a collective and collaborative working group. Squeezing
the work in around work and family commitments. Time is limited. Money
is tight. There is no marketing budget.
Finally, the photocopied, corner-stapled pages with mismatching
typefaces and hand-written late edits are distributed by hand and post
to women’s centres, colleges and adult learning spaces. Picked up and
passed around by students, working women and other feminist groups,
distribution gains momentum.
The Women and Computing Newsletter (WACN) (Fig. 1) is born.2

captivated a young male audience whilst discouraging young females
who felt the computer held nothing of interest for them (Atkinson, 2011;
Wajcman, 1991). Through promotion and advertising, computers became
synonymous with science fiction, futurism...and men (Atkinson, 2011,
pp.162-166). The visual language employed referenced powerful white
men, space travel, battles for dominance and victory (Figs. 2-7)
Teachers and parents noticed a monopolisation of computers by
boys (Figs. 8&9), with girls generally more hesitant and receiving
less opportunity to use them (Zimmerman, 1986; Wajcman, 1991). In
Computational Reticence: Why Women Fear the Intimate Machine, Sherry Turkle
(1986) reported how female computer science students approached the
computer differently to their male counterparts, concluding that women
were left fearful of the computer. Turkle highlighted how computing was
becoming masculinsed:
“The computer has no inherent gender bias. But the computer culture is not
equally neutral.” Turkle (1986, p.41)
In these early years of personal computing, the feminist technology
debate was already well developed (Fig. 10&11). Yet with media and culture
controlled by a patriarchal system it was difficult, if not impossible, for
these views to gain mainstream recognition.
The year is 1987
Breadth and depth of content in the WACN has been steadily increasing.
Contributors report on national and international women and technology
events. More women are using computers, creating a growing readership
for the WACN. Regardless, women make up less than 25% of UK software
specialists. (Women and Computing Newsletter, issue 25, March 1988, p.8,
Fig. 12)
However, a polarising feminist debate is emerging. On one side,
feminists who believe that women need to work in technology to exert an
influence over the future. On the other, feminists who believe technology
is inherently patriarchal, made by men, only to benefit men, and should be
shunned by women (Wajcman, 1991, Zimmerman, 1986).
In education, women studying computer science has dropped to 32%
(Henn, 2014). Is the claim of technology being patriarchal deterring our
young female computer scientists? Or could it be something else?
In November, Popular Computing magazine leads with a piece detailing
the backlash against the Jack the Ripper computer game which depicts
graphic violence against women. The 23-year-old chairman of the
company, CBL, that makes the game, is reported as saying that he isn’t
concerned about under-18’s seeing the game and that it isn’t sexist (‘Ripper
opens a can of worms’ 1987, Fig. 13).

2: The Women and Computing Newsletter (WACN) ran
from the early 1980s to the early 1990s. An artefact
of second wave feminism, copies are located in the
archives of the Feminist Library in Lambeth, London.
The WACN was the main method of communication
between members of the Women and Computing
Network and raised issues relating to gender and
computing that are still very prescient today.

Futurist thoughts
In the early 1980s, this new futuristic computing technology was widely
promoted in the media (Atkinson, 2011). Many young women opted to
study computer science. In 1984, female computer science students hit a
high of 37% (Henn, 2014; Millar, 1998, p.49; Misa ed., 2010, p.4).
Also in 1984, academic Donna Haraway published her now-infamous
A Cyborg Manifesto; calling for a reconstruction of identity based on the
merging of boundaries between human and machine; that technology
may allow us the possibility of breaking down traditional gender roles.3
Amongst the general public, however, a different narrative of computing
was taking hold
Computer gaming was the driver behind much of the home computing
uptake. Game themes mainly related to war, sci-fi, fighting and sports

3: Haraway’s Cyborg Manifesto would exert a strong
influence on a the cyberfeminism movement some
ten years later, whose proponents would claim that
Internet technologies would allow women to escape
the gendered constraints of the offline world.
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“i t is not the
technology that
is dangerous,
it is the people
who control it
and the system
that sustains it”
Jan Zimmerman, (1986, p.187)
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Fig. 1: Issues of the WACN at the
Feminist Library, London.
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Fig. 2: Advert for Comx35 computer, 1983

Fig. 3: Advert for Epson Portable computer, 1983

Fig. 4: Cover of Analog magazine, November 1985

Fig. 5: Advert for EACA Genie, 1982

Fig. 6: Advert for Hyperion computer, 1983

Fig. 7: Advert for Sharp MZ-80B, 1983
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Fig. 8: Article in WACN, issue 10, Sept-Nov 1983, highlighting societal
discrimination against girls in computing.

Fig. 9: Article in WACN, issue 20, November 1986 highlighting issues
with regards to gender and computing in schools.

Fig. 10: Promotion for a Women and New Technology workshop in
WACN issue 10, Sept-Nov 1983, The suggestions for discussion are
not dissimilar to the issues raised today.

Fig. 11: Front cover of WACN, issue 24, November 1987, highlighting lack
of women in the computing industry.
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Fig. 12: Promotion for a Women and New Technologies event
in WACN issue 5, March 1988, quotes the statistic that less
than 25% software engineers are women.

Fig. 13: ‘Ripper opens can of worms’ 1987, Popular
Computing Weekly, 19 November, p.1
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Chapter 2 : 1988–1994
Computing equals masculinity
As computing power increased and costs decreased, computers became
widely-adopted in the workplace. This prompted speculations about
work automation and job losses. At the centre of these discussions were
feminist theorists who argued that computerisation was more likely to
lead to deskilling and job losses in typing and service roles, mainly filled
by women (Wajcman, 1991). In Feminism Confronts Technology (Fig. 14), Judy
Wajcman discussed how the mutually reinforcing sectors of “Schooling,
youth cultures, the family and the mass media all transmit meaning and values
that identify masculinity with machines and technological competence.”
(Wajcman, 1991, p.151). The further the computer reached into daily life,
the computing equals masculinity ideology only intensified.

The year is 1993
CERN in Switzerland, the world’s largest physics laboratory, declares
that its recently developed World Wide Web technology is now free, public
and open to use by anyone wanting to connect to the Internet. A young
(male) computer scientist at the University of Illinois creates the first ever
web browser, Mosiac (Bhaskar, 2013, pp.43-44). In the US, newly launched
Wired magazine (Fig. 17) proclaims its presence with these words:
‘Wired is about the most powerful people on the planet today—the Digital
Generation. These are the people who not only foresaw how the merger of
computers, telecommunications and the media is transforming life at the cusp
of the new millennium, they are making it happen.” Rossetto (1993, quoted in
Millar, 1998, p.71)
Wired begins to promote a particular brand and vision of white, Western
male techno-utopianism whilst marginalising women and minority
groups (Millar, 1998; Warnick, 2002). It turns the once-geeky computer
scientists and students coding in their dorm rooms, into the visionaries of
the future.
In stark contrast, after a few years of struggling to obtain funding or
find volunteer workers (Fig. 18), and with declining contributions and
subscriptions, the WACN sends out its final issue.

The year is 1991
Articles in the WACN articulate the growing problems for women in
technology. In issue 30, Sali Berrisford, a consultant at the Computer
Management Group, laments the dearth of women in the industry and
questions why this is, when pay and conditions are generally favourable.
She suggests education and workplace initiatives that could bring about
change. In response, in issue 34, Ruth Moulton writes about the loneliness
of being a women in computing and asks how women in the industry can
overcome this isolation, connect with and support each other and voice
their experiences.
In issue 33, Sandra Vogel of the Organisation Against Sexism in
Software (OASIS) discusses Gender Stereotyping and Leisure Software.
OASIS was born out of concerns with “the sexist use of and marginalising
of women and girls at the receiving end of the leisure software industry – that
is as players of games, as characters within games and as the objects used in
advertising.” (Women and Computing Newsletter, issue 33, June 1991,
pp.20-24, Fig. 15 )
These articles convey the major discussions that will form the women
and technology debate for the foreseeable future. Typically, these
discussions will fail to affect the situation. As women’s participation in law,
medicine and physical sciences continue to rise, women generally show
little incentive to be part of the technological future (Henn, 2014).
Meanwhile, in Australia, the female art collective VNS Matrix write
A Cyberfeminist Manifesto for the 21st Century (Net Art Anthology, no date),
a widely-distributed multi-media project promoting the idea that
technology can and will be used to disrupt patriarchal society (Fig. 16).
It is one of the first known mentions of ‘cyberfeminism’. Riding a growing
wave of techno-utopianism, cyberfeminists, frequently referencing Donna
Haraway’s 1984 work, A Cyborg Manifesto, will hail computing as way for
women to disrupt social gender norms.

Post-feminist technotopia
The changing political landscape of the 1980s and early 1990s can
go some way to explaining the problems encountered by feminist
organisations like the Women and Computing Network and feminist
publishing in general (Murray, 2004, p.157; Chambers et al. 2005 p.172).
For a number of years the mainstream media and political discourse had
talked of ‘post-feminism’. This term is often taken to mean the end of, or a
backlash against, the politics of second wave feminism of the 70s and 80s,
coupled with the notion that the fight for equality had largely been won
(Faludi, 1992).
The creators of Wired magazine connected with their readers in the
digital realm, publishing staff and contributor email addresses from the
very start; something the WACN did not pursue, perhaps losing them
subscribers.
Furthermore, fewer women were going into computing. In 1994 female
computer science enrolments had dropped to just 29% (Henn, 2014). It
seemed that the computer, once thought to be neutral and genderless, was
now engulfed by a masculine technotopia and the creeping digitisation
of our lives was being orchestrated by wealthy, white men. With feminist
action seemingly waning, would there be any way for women to make their
mark in the technological landscape?
13

“i n our culture,
to be in
command of
the very latest
technology
[…] is a highly
valued and
mythologized
activity ”
Judy Wajcman, (1991, p.144)
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Fig. 14: Wajcman, J. (1991) Feminism Confronts
Technology. Cambridge: Polity Press.
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Fig. 15: Two pages from article
on sexism and stereotyping in
the computer games industry in
WACN issue 33, June 1991.
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Fig. 16: VNS Matrix, A Cyberfeminist Manifesto for the 21st Century, 1991. Available at:
https://anthology.rhizome.org/a-cyber-feminist-manifesto-for-the-21st-century
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Fig. 17: Cover of first issue of Wired
magazine, January 1993

Fig. 18: Request to the WACN network October
1991 asking for content and volunteers to help
keep the newsletter running.
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Chapter 3 : 1995–2005
Becoming digital
By the mid 1990s it was almost impossible to escape an increasingly
digitised life. Web browsers facilitated access to the Internet. Email was
more prevalent in both work and personal communication (Lally, 2002,
Ceruzzi, 2003). The message being relayed was one of get online or get
left behind.
But who was getting online? And who was being left behind? Even those
women who were lucky enough to have a computer at home often used it
less frequently and less confidently than their male partners and children,
with time spent on household and family chores often cited as a reason.
(Lally, 2002).
Meanwhile the white male futuristic vision of Wired magazine
continued apace. Feminist writers embarked upon a detailed critique
of its content and our society’s tendency to embrace the technological
determinism espoused by Wired, along with its message that technology
would ameliorate many societal ills (Millar, 1998; Warnick, 2002). Millar
questioned “[…] does it make sense to suggest that technology will solve
sociopolitical problems to which it is intimately connected? Or that cyberspace
will somehow escape the unequal power relations of the society that has
populated and designed it?” (Millar 1998, p.55)
Both Millar and Warnick draw attention to the visual strategies
employed by Wired magazine; the use of heavily processed images, bold
graphics and colours, aggressive text and headlines as a way to reinforce
the narrative of futurism and domination (Figs. 19-24).
These appraisals are fiercely critical of how Wired magazine links
technology with masculinity, reinforces gender and racial stereotypes and
encourages a narrow view of the white male controlling and directing the
future (Millar, 1998).

a discourse that elevates women from the position of being technological
incompetent is a positive thing, she warns us that existing inequalities,
which cyberfeminism fails to address, will not simply disappear in the
digital space; “[…] cyberfeminism’s rhetoric of an idealized cybernetic future
conceals the power relations of race, class and gender.” (Millar, 1998, p.63).
Everyone is post-digital?
At the start of the new millennium, despite fears about a Y2K bug,
computers carried on working, and a new term, ‘post-digital’, was coined,
marking an era where the digital had become ubiquitous. Electronic music
artist, Kim Cascone is credited with being the first to use this phrase in his
work, The Aesthetics of Failure: ‘Post-Digital’ Tendencies in Contemporary Computer
Music, published in 2000. Cascone states “[…] the revolutionary period of the
digital information age has surely passed. The tendrils of digital technology have
in some way touched everyone.”
Everyone? Feminist technology theorists did not agree. In
Technofeminism (Fig. 26) Judy Wajcman (2004, p.2) stated “There is much
talk of the ‘digital divide’, between countries and within them, as the new source
of inequality in the twenty-first century.” It was a sentiment also voiced by
others, who pointed out how your location, gender, education, socioeconomic status and literacy level could easily mean that you were missing
out on many of these technological advancements (Cooper and Weaver,
2003; Lally, 2002; Warnick, 2002).
In an attempt to redress these issues, research-based strategies and
solutions were suggested, for parents, educators and organisations, in an
attempt to get girls and women actively participating in the technological
revolution (Cooper and Weaver, 2003).
“The girls [...] cannot afford to be second-class citizens when it comes to
technology. Society cannot afford the loss of social capital by disadvantaging half
of its talent pool” Cooper and Weaver (2003, p.51)

The year is 1998
In Silicon Valley, California, two male Stanford graduates launch a
new competitor in the Internet search engine market: Google. It will soon
become a household name. Its aim is to “organize all knowledge” (Foer,
2017, p.1). Is anyone asking ‘who’s knowledge?’ Right now, the majority of
Internet content is created and accessed by men (Millar, 1998, p.20).
However, women’s participation online is growing (Warnick, 2002,
p.45) and an expanding group of tech-savvy women, identifying as
cyberfeminists are using art, writing and activism to promote the Internet
as a space where women are free to express themselves, break down
gender stereotypes and appropriate new technologies for feminist aims
(Sollfrank, 1998).
Proponents of cyberfeminism believe that this ‘technological’ feminism
will breathe new life into the ailing feminist movement which has been
suppressed by debates on post-feminism and a rhetoric that women have
now achieved equality with men. By getting online, women can have their
say in this emerging technological landscape (Millar, 1998, pp.58-60).
To join the cyberfeminists all you need is access to a computer and
phone line. But here’s the issue; generally, the only women with the
money, time, freedom and tech-savviness to get online are white, middleclass, Western. The egalitarian ideals of the cyberfeminists rub up against
the exclusivity of online access and much work needs to be done to make
cyberfeminism a strong political force (Wilding, 1998).
In Cracking the Gender Code (Fig. 25), alongside her commentary on
Wired, Millar is also critical of cyberfeminist theory, aligning it with the
same technophiliac thinking generated by Wired. While she agrees that

The year is 2004
A nascent social networking platform, Facebook, is officially launched.
Its testbed had been a website for rating the attractiveness of female
students, created by the founder in his Harvard dorm room (Foer, 2017,
p.58). One of many examples of how technology is now used as a tool of
sexism and harassment against women, despite the cyberfeminist stance
that technology would free women from such experiences.
Elsewhere, the founders of Google are initiating a project called Google
Print. Undeterred by the bursting of the dot.com bubble and buoyed by
their company’s rapid growth, they have ambitions to digitise books.
They plan to make even rare and out of print books available to people all
around the world; effectively transporting the predominantly white male,
Western literary and historical canons into the digital Word Wide Web.
Google Print will go on to become Google Books, collaborating with more
than 20,000 publishing houses and scanning more than 10 million books
over the next six years (Ludovico, 2012, p.120).
After many proclamations throughout history regarding the death of
print, perhaps now, with the rise of the Internet, it really will happen. It
seems the digital train is unstoppable. This is the future. The future is now.
Are you on board?
Not many women were. For the first time since 1977, less than 25% of
computer majors in the US are women (Henn, 2014).
19

“t he ‘cyber-bratpack’ for the
new millennium those wealthy and
entrepreneurial
young guns
of the Internet consists almost
entirely of men”
Judy Wajcman (2004, p.111)
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Fig. 19: From Wired magazine, May 1995.
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Fig. 20: Article from Wired magazine, May 1995.
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Fig. 21: Cover of Wired magazine, February 1995.

Fig. 22: Cover of Wired magazine, August 1995.

Fig. 23: Cover of Wired magazine, March 1996.

Fig. 24: Cover of Wired magazine, March 2001.
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Fig. 25: Millar, M. S. (1998) Cracking the Gender
Code: who rules the Wired world? Toronto:
Second Story Press.

Fig. 26: Wajcman, J. (2004) TechnoFeminism.
Cambridge: Polity Press.
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Chapter 4 : 2006–2018
Feminism and technology in a post-technotopian world
Despite the massive uptake in computer ownership and Internet use
by women, designing and programming technology still hangs on to its
masculine connotations. In 2007, as personal computing and social media
became ubiquitous, women studying computing was at 18%, its lowest
ever, and it hasn’t changed since (Henn, 2014).
Technological changes have been numerous and far-reaching yet the
conversations around gender and technology have hardly changed.
Each technological advancement has facilitated the transfer of offline
inequalities into online spaces. Computer gaming has become increasingly
hostile to women (Chang, 2018 pp.225-228) and online harassment,
sexism and threats via blogs and social media are commonplace.4
Recent years have seen the development of personal digital assistants
such as Apple’s Siri, Amazon’s Alexa and others given a subservient female
‘identity’ and the acceleration of algorithms controlling our social media
feeds, news, entertainment, and profiling our faces and our data. Biases
are easily introduced into these systems when the teams creating them
consist mostly of white males.
However, a backlash against the big tech companies is increasing and
theorists are questioning our current socio-technological situation and
how its systems may be operating unethically and against our best interests
(Bridle, 2018; Foer, 2017; Taylor, 2014). Bridle (2018, p.2) states “It is
increasingly necessary to be able to think new technologies in different ways, and
to be critical of them.” A growing body of discourse by women, often from a
feminist standpoint argues that women and feminists need to engage with
the technology of today (Corneliussen, 2012; Hester, 2018).

Antithetical to the visual strategies employed by mainstream
technology media, feminist design principles are those of equality and
non-hierarchy. Through stylistic and formal elements these principles
reveal themselves in the design.
Egalitarianism can be shown through using a similar type, layout and
colour treatment for all articles. Reduced hierarchy can be evidenced
with subtle headlines and fluid use of grids and margins. Blocks of
texts can come together in unusual, non-rigid ways to provide a visual
representation of collectivism and multiple voices forming a whole. An
unbound publication allows fluidity of the reading experience; the reader
is not held to a hierarchical system and structure.
“What would it look like [...] to create a space [...] where hierarchical
demands aren’t as expected. Where the reader or viewer is given the agency to
wander, to float, to make different kinds of decisions about where to look first.
To arrive at a kind of understanding that isn’t based on rank and authority.”
(Soulellis, 2018).
The power of a combined print and digital network
The reach of the gender and technology debate can be extended by
harnessing the power of the network. In his talk at the Walker Art Center,
designer Paul Soulellis spoke of appropriation as a “way to interrupt power,
as a form of resistance” and the need to use our platforms and networks
differently by printing, interrupting, archiving and redistributing them.
“The more we distribute, download, copy, the less likely we are to forget. It keeps
us aware.” Soulellis recommended the use of DAT (Fig. 314) and Beaker
Browser (Fig. 32) to aid distribution (Walker Art Center, 2018).
A new feminist technology platform would make use of these digital
tools to be openly shareable and easy to access and reproduce, increasing
distribution and readership. Silvio Lorusso, creator of the Post-digital
Publishing Archive, states that, historically, publishing was not solely
thought of as a commercial enterprise, but as an act of making known or
promulgating information (Lorusso, 2016, p.18). It is this non-commercial
operation that would apply to this feminist publishing platform. As Drüeke
and Zobl (2012, p.12) argue “alternative […] media producers […] focus on the
exchange of knowledge and information, the spread of emancipatory concepts
and activism, and they envision social change”.
Despite proclamations of its death, recent years have seen renewed
interest in print, particularly independent publications and zines
(Figs. 33&34) with the printed artefact often viewed as a valuable object
(Ludovico, 2012, p.154). Discussing their technology publication, NXS (Fig.
35), members of the design collective Goys and Birls, explained that using
a printed form to publish a debate on technology helps to create a space
away from the digital medium to consider the subject in more depth (Goys
and Birls, 2018). Print also allows us to read material without continual
online surveillance (Ludovico, 2012), providing a pleasant feeling of
freedom. However, in locations where online material may be restricted,
print allows information to reach people where digital cannot. Bhaskar
(2013) and Lorusso (2016) both argue that the act of ‘amplification’, a
mainstay of the publishing process involves “having something encountered
more widely, or by different people, than would otherwise have been the case.”
(Bhaskar, 2013, p.114).
It is for these many reasons that a feminist technology publication
should be accessible to many and available in multiple formats, promoting
distribution and opening up this very necessary conversation to new
readers and encouraging new voices to join the debate.

A feminist politics of technology
The current fourth wave feminism, particularly relates to the online
sphere as a site for action and mobilisation (Cochrane, 2013). While access
to technology allows such co-ordination and communication, we must not
be blind to the gender power structures so embedded within it. Even as we
use these digital tools, the role of feminism should still be to critique the
technological status quo and reveal the inequalities therein.
Women are querying why technology companies fail to tackle sexism
and harassment on their platforms (Sinders, 2018), questioning the use of
the female identity as a computerised assistant (Vasconcelos, 2018, Fig. 27)
and taking a stand against sexism in the industry (Chang, 2018, Fig. 28).
Female writers are bringing to light the hidden and forgotten histories
of women who were instrumental in the development of computing
technology (Abbate, 2017; Evans, 2018, Fig. 29). The Feminist Internet
(Fig. 30), which started in 2017, is a project committed to critiquing
inequalities on the Internet whilst recognising its potential for social and
political transformation; it’s hard to imagine such a project would have
existed ten years ago.
No magic bullet exists to instantly redress the gender inequality in
technology but rather there needs to be ongoing debate, critique and
action that drives towards equal career opportunities, brings issues around
sexism, harassment and ethics to the fore and challenges the masculine
stereotyping of technology; a feminist politics of technology.
A feminist ethics of design
The visual language of technology has varied little since the 1980s
when the connection between men, computing and the future was
enshrined through advertising and mass media. Today, the melding of
man and machine in the form of the cyborg is the visual most associated
with discourse around AI. It conjures up thoughts of power, control and
domination. We begin to accept and normalise this visual language.
Working against it, while situated in the system, becomes a difficult task.
“[...] women who wish to have a say in culture fall back on what they believe
to be a neutral position. A woman denies her sex and gender in doing this. It’s
true that culture conditions her to do it.” (Irigaray, 1993, p.21)

4:Chang (2018, pp.8-9) argues that harassment and hate
on social media platforms, widely targeted at women is
one of the Internet’s biggest problems today “because of
how men have designed the very systems that allow this
hate to propagate”.
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“t he scarcity of
women in an
industry that
is so forcefully
reshaping
our culture
simply cannot
be allowed to
stand”
Emily Chang, (2018, p.2)
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Fig. 27: Vascolcelos, E. (2018), Anatomy of an AI Assistant, available at:
https://elviavasconcelosblog.wordpress.com/2018/06/27/gender-in-ai/
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Fig. 28: Chang, E. (2018) Brotopia: breaking up the boys
club of Silicon Valley. New York: Portfolio/Penguin.

Fig. 30: From https://www.feministinternet.com/

Fig. 29: Evans, C. L. (2018) Broad Band: the untold story of the women who made the
Internet. NY, NY: Portfolio/Penguin.
Abbate, J. (2017) Recoding Gender: women’s changing participation in computing.
Cambridge, MA: MIT Press.
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Fig. 31: DAT project: available at: https://datproject.org/

Fig. 32: Beaker Browser: available at: https://beakerbrowser.com/
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Fig. 33: Copies of feminist zines/publications Mushpit and Ladybeard on display at
Print! Tearing It Up exhibition, Somerset House, London, June - August 2018

Fig. 34: Self-published feminist fashion and culture
zine, Polyester, issue 5, August 2016.

Fig. 35: Copies of NXS, a publication by Goys and Birls
design studio, Amsterdam
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Concluding Statement
This paper has demonstrated that there have always been women intent on challenging the
technological status quo and highlighting the need for discussion and action, although it has been
marginal rather than mainstream. Now is the time to harness the current rise of fourth wave
feminism, the backlash against big tech, the renewed interest in print and the power of the network
as a springboard for a new feminist technology publication; a re-imagining of the WACN for the 21st
Century.
Recent statistics indicate that female computer science students are increasing (Chang, 2017,
p.267). Without a doubt we need more women working in technology. Additionally, building on the
work of the theorists referred to in chapters one to three, a continuing feminist critique of our sociotechnological situation is required to counter the narrative of technology as a male domain.
Engaged discourse around sexism and gender bias in technology should be encouraged. Not solely
coming from those working in the industry. We are all affected, as users and consumers, by decisions
in technology design that create biases, promote discrimination, reinforce gender stereotyping and
facilitate sexual harassment. Technology producers must be urged to design more inclusively.
As discussed in chapter four, advances in technology have allowed for faster distribution and
reproduction of content. From the now ubiquitous downloadable PDF file to the recent DAT Project –
information can travel easily between people in a network and between networks, be easily printed
and shared. Networked and non-hierarchical distribution systems (Such as DAT), offer feminist
media a participatory space with “low threshold access, support to each other [and] meaningful exchange.”
(Drüeke and Zobl, 2012, p.14)
Incorporating the feminist ideals of collectivism and non-hierarchy, a feminist technology
publication today would reflect in its design an egalitarian network of voices coming together.
A model is proposed detailing elements that could be incorporated into such a design.
Social media creates a space for ‘in the moment’ activism, however, its ephemeral nature means
that the conversation is rapidly obscured. With a new feminist technology publication the discussion
can be decelerated, allowing time for reflection and considered response. The conversation could
travel further, including voices from currently under-represented people and applying activist
pressure to technology companies.
“Alternative women-led and feminist media offer participatory forums for debate and the exchange
of politically, socially and culturally engaged ideas.” (Drüeke and Zobl, 2012, p.21)
Over time, this platform could evolve into an archive and valuable resource for future researchers
and feminists, leaving a trace of the gender-technology issues of today. Feminist Voices in Technology
can work to create a technological future that includes women and others currently underrepresented in the field.
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“e ngagement
with the process
of technological
change must
be part of the
renegotiation
of gender power
relations”
Judy Wajcman, (2004, p.8)
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